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Show What You Know in Knowledge Bowl 
By Madeleine Prescott 

 
Knowledge Bowl: the trivia club for wannabe gameshow stars, possessors of bizarre information,             

and lovers of team competitions, cannot be stopped by a global pandemic. With the use of Google Meet,                  
Discord, and liters of hand sanitizer, it continues to be a source of friendly competition and camaraderie.                 
Tech has two knowledge bowl teams that meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays over Google Meet, preparing                
for meets and just having a good time. They compete in meets every Saturday, answering questions about                 
everything from whales to food folklore.  

Knowledge Bowl meets consist of a written round and three oral rounds. The written round is a                 
series of multiple-choice questions. A team’s success with the written round is used to place the team with                  
other teams of similar skills in the following oral rounds. The oral rounds consist of open-ended questions                 
asked by two judges. The first team to answer these questions correctly receives a point.  

At its heart, Knowledge Bowl is an exercise in teamwork. Group collaboration is essential in all                
rounds, and every member of the team is valuable. Knowledge Bowl questions come from a broad range                 
of topics: logic, typing, astronomy, proverbs, sports, and current events, just to name a few. No one                 
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expects one person to know all the answers. A team composed of individuals with unique skill sets is best                   
for success.  

Knowledge Bowl is still accepting members, and anyone interested can contact Mike Stadther on              
Schoology. Not sure you have what it takes? Try the practice problems below, but know that they only                  
represent a fraction of the content assessed in meets. The broad range of content covered ensures that                 
everyone’s knowledge is relevant and helpful.  

1. What is the name given to the bending of a ray of light as it crosses the boundary                  
separating two transparent media having different densities?  

a. Reflection 
b. Vibration 
c. Divergence 
d. Refraction 
e. Relegation 

2. Solve this equation for m: m2+7m-60=0 
a. 12, 6 
b. 15, 4 
c. -15, 2 
d. -12, 5 

3. Under the Judiciary Act of 1789, the federal courts were only able to deal with                
interpretations of federal laws and with cases involving...  

a. Civil suits 
b. Organized crime  
c. The Constitution 
d. Serious felonies 
e. Foreign ambassadors  

Answers: 1. D, 2. E, and 3. C 
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HOSA Connects Students with Science 
By Aubrey Nistler 
 

Surgery! Medicine! Action! The beginning of all new-comers’ descension into the world            
of HOSA starts with these words. The reason these newcomers have willingly endured learning              
all things health and medical-related is that they hope to obtain future medical professions as               
they dive into pursuing future careers. However, HOSA doesn’t just teach the life of medicine, it                
teaches the importance of healthy lifestyles, the joy in teamwork, and the pride in leadership.               
From sledding down Calvary Hill to attending internationals in Orlando, Florida, HOSA aims to              
build a community of medical scholars and prepares them to be the next generation of great                
doctors, nurses, and everything else possible in the world of health.  

Although HOSA only meets through Google Meets before school on Wednesdays, any            
student can testify to witnessing the acts of charity and volunteerism that HOSA spreads              
throughout the community. From its current “Be the Match” and “Share the Love” initiatives to               
its famous lip pop sales, HOSA works to show how extracurriculars can contribute tremendously              
while creating a learning experience for its members. These same members can also easily attest               
to the joys these acts of volunteerism have, such as writing cards to patients, cheering on runners                 
during Earth day, and ringing the bells for the Red Cross, which sets HOSA widely apart from                 
any other future occupational club in the area.  

HOSA members may be amazing helpers, but they are also colossal competitors.            
Whether a HOSA member is creating a slide for the health career display event or practicing for                 
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the medical spelling test, one can expect a great amount of excitement and passion flowing               
through them. This excitement only intensifies when seeing the abundance of tests and events a               
HOSA member can partake in. Although the usual favorites chosen are HOSA Bowl and PSA,               
members strive to take as many events on as possible, and when Mid-Winter arrives, the halls of                 
some college campus are usually trampled down with people in white dress shirts and black               
blazers running from one event to the next. 

HOSA’s most significant objective is to provide its members with experience in a wide              
range of careers. From ophthalmologist, neurologist, anesthesiologist, and just about every other            
“ologist,” HOSA has it all and provides speakers from these career backgrounds to conduct              
lectures and discussions on their career experiences. However, members just don’t hear about             
these experiences, they are also given a chance, through the Fall and State conference, where               
they can train in emergency preparedness and build relationships with others pursuing medical             
careers.  

Overall, HOSA is not just the typical future occupations club and the members are not               
just dead-set on being doctors. HOSA works to enhance the community and provides             
information on how to live a healthy lifestyle. It also challenges its members and enables them to                 
explore career opportunities otherwise unknown. So, although “blood and guts” may not be             
someone’s thing, HOSA is much larger than that and is definitely a learning experience for               
anyone who is fortunate to join.  
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WE Act Helps Others 
By Grace Hennen 
 

Tech High School has a plethora of different groups and activities that you can participate in.                
Most students know all about the athletic teams that you can be involved in at Tech, but not many know                    
about the non-athletic extracurriculars that Tech offers.  

One group that is a great option if you are not interested in sports is WE Act. WE Act is a service                      
group that is a part of the WE organization. Every year, WE Act tries to do at least three big service                     
projects. One school, one community, and one globally. Our school service projects are really anything               
we can do around the school to make it a better environment. The project we just finished is our WE Are                     
Loved campaign. This is usually done around Valentine’s Day to show everyone that they are loved.  

This year we did it as a welcome back to school as everyone was coming back from distance                  
learning. Around the school, you will see sticky notes with positive messages on them to make coming                 
back to school a more positive experience. One community service project that we do is WE Scare                 
Hunger. This is done on Halloween. Instead of going trick or treating for candy, we collect food shelf                  
donations.  

Finally, one of our biggest service projects is our annual Walk For Water. This is our global                 
service project that we do through the WE organization. This one is done in the spring at Lake George.                   
We spend a day walking around Lake George to raise money for building wells in other countries like                  
Kenya.  

WE Act is a great group to join if you aren’t interested in sports. It is a lot of fun and you get to                        
help people. If you have any questions regarding WE Act, the advisor is Dianne Villalobos. 
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Let’s Get Dramatic! 
By Taylor Maiers 
 

Many people who hear about Tech’s theatre program do not know how the daily practicing and                
rehearsals can turn into an entire show for people to see and enjoy. Daily practices consist of lots of time                    
in the auditorium. This year, Tech is showing a musical, and performers will practice singing while others                 
run scenes.  

As the season progresses, the practices shift towards mostly scene work and making the show run                
smoothly. On performance nights, performers will arrive a few hours early to get costumes ready, do their                 
makeup/hair, and do warm-ups.  

Senior Logan Holm’s favorite memory of being in theatre is of Joe Anderson playing Lord               
Farquaad in Shrek. Drama not only allows students to socialize and form close bonds as they work                 
together to create entertainment but also allows students to use the time in practices and in performances                 
as a creative outlet to express themselves.  

If you would like to join this activity, but you do not want to perform on stage in front of an                     
audience, you are still able to be a part of the crew, where you work behind the scenes to ensure the show                      
runs smoothly. 

Examples of tasks crew members can perform include controlling the lighting and the sound.               
There is a role for every type of person in theatre, whether you want to be in the front and center, in the                       
background, or behind the scenes.  

This is a great opportunity offered at Tech to make friends and have some fun while coming out                  
with a great product to be proud of.  
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Montage: Join the Online Publication World! 
By Megan Maiers 
 

Although some students at Tech have heard of Montage, not many have had the privilege of                
knowing how it works. This club is an amazing opportunity to learn about the current events of the school                   
or the world. Students are able to write about any topic that interests them, creating a fun creative outlet                   
for all of Montage’s members.  

Additionally, participating in this club allows for its members to also learn about new topics their                
peers use for their articles. Each author of each article is able to use their own creative style to intrigue                    
their readers and produce something they are proud of.  

Unlike some other clubs, Montage is also not a club that drags down its members with constant                 
work. Montage does not feel like another class, and writing an article can act as a quick creative outlet                   
without being like another assignment to procrastinate. In a normal year, students will choose a topic at                 
the beginning of a month and are given until the end of that month to write their article. This is usually                     
not difficult because the author has interest in the topic they are writing about, and the topic can also bring                    
some fun to creating a story. For example, when creating an article about a recipe, the author can first try                    
out the recipe with friends and family members to make sure it is delicious enough to publish.  

Other than just writing the articles, the club also is a great community to be involved in. Students                  
can bond while discussing what to write about, and the meetings are laid-back and fun. Pre-COVID, Ms.                 
Blair offered breakfast at the weekly Monday meetings and brought a good sense of humor to start                 
everyone’s day off on the right foot.  

Even if you are not a fan of writing assignments in your language arts class, Montage is a great                   
club to join, especially if you want to get more involved and don’t know where to start.  
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